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the mind is action literally, not departing from
that—being
events or movement outside, which is inside, so
the mind is collapsing
into and as action — I can’t rest, at all now.
— Leslie Scalapino, “New Time”

 

Barbara Henning is restless. She writes poems, novels, artist’s books. She travels.
She lives on other continents. She is a New Yorker. Sometimes she is not a New
Yorker. She documents the hegiras of others. She documents her own
migrations. She confronts immigration, access to health care, gun violence,
munitions manufacturing, genocide, basically, everything on the evening news.
She is a tribal member of the Cass Corridor, a yoga instructor, a professor of
creative writing, a member of Bella Donna, a Feminist Elder, and a superb
photographer.

Her new book, A Swift Passage, is published by Quale Press. The title is misleading
in terms of the book’s legibility; there’s nothing swift or ephemeral taking place
here. What unfolds is a conglomerate of prose experiments and procedures, all
girded by a rugged adherence to a writing regimen itself imbued with the
gravitas of a ventilator (dramatic, but true).

When reading through Henning’s ouvre, the idea that recurs most often is travel
(to paraphrase Leslie Scalapino, the kind of travel that jettisons mind and body).
Traveling through writers:  Hawthorne, Bronte, Olson, Di Prima, Norma Cole,
Bernadette Mayer, Harryette Mullen, Dylan Thomas, Laynie Browne, Akilah Oliver.
In this as well as Henning’s other books, it becomes Apparent that this writer
loves Writers beyond what is reasonable. She possesses that rarest of qualities:
boundless curiosity in the work of other poets. She mentors young poets,
remembers the old ones, and continually interviews writers and introduces their
work in places where it is sorely needed. She is constantly traveling through the
works of others and in demonstrating that travel, simultaneously produces
creative work while pointing outward to the work of others.

Of course there are as many Places in Henning’s travels as there are writers:
Detroit, Tucson,  Pennsylvania, New York, Vegas, Afghanistan, Mysore, and
Seattle. The first few sections of the book shift scene so much that the
sentiment and observations feel touristy in their snapshot quality. In these
moments,  that New York sense of “where’s the rest of culture?” pops out.
Particularly distressing are some remarks about the dearth of “poetic culture” in
Texas, a fact which puzzles me as a poet living in a large city in Texas (H-town)
whose poetic culture is thriving and disjointed and safely beyond the university’s
control (end of rant).

Near its middle, the book surges into Henning’s compelling documentation of a
woman’s agonizing predicament over her immigration status in “Hegira I.” The



choice between U.S. and Canada becomes no choice at all, but the problem is she
is already in the United States. She’s effectively blocked from the advantages of
Canadian law unless she can escape from America. Henning beautifully
underplays this irony in her handling of the narrative. In her recreation of the
minute-by-minute decision making that threatens to overwhelm the story’s
heroine, Henning somehow manages to evoke dilemmas similar to those Harriet
Beecher Stowe placed at the forefront of 19th century American consciousness.
Again, freedom lies to the North. Henning’s storytelling puts a face on a problem
that is often herded into the abstract by the legal community. Her treatment
feels like a direct response to the dehumanizing coverage that many U.S. media
outlets obligatorily devote to the situation.  The spirit driving Henning’s
attention to her subject is undeniable.

Appropriately, Henning ends her book with The Dinner, a novella whose Subject is
writing. The plain emphasis on the act of choosing words becomes the plot, a
hazy sortes virgilianae with noirish elements hung over from earlier works. Often
inspiringly jagged, it can quickly open into passages that rival At Swim Two Birds in
associative zaniness/zoominess:

Today my narrator waves goodbye to Daedalus who is standing on
the edge of the cliff cheering him on. And then he climbs back
down the mountain to find his secret lover, his tenth grade
teacher, Miss Ariadne. I close my computer, put it into my bag and
then I wade out into a little cove in the Pacific, dive underwater,
gliding and watching the schools of minnows collect and disperse.

The exchanges between the narrator and a character named Emily prove to
become markers of the story’s progress through its experiment of bibliomancy.
The process calls to mind Henning’s experiment in “My Autobiography,” where
samplings from 999 books in her personal library are condensed into 72
objectivist sonnets.

Googling “swift passage” calls up a list of news article headlines about partisan
rallies around particular legislative bills attempting to navigate Congress.
Democrats call for swift passage of…and so on and so on. Unfortunately, we are
witnessing a time where swift passage is a virtual impossibility, the kind of
mocking holdover from a time where our checks and balances were not  so
grievously imbalanced and obstructionist in nature.

Where Henning’s book proves most powerful is exactly those points where its
advocacy reveals the sensitive communication of those tiny decisions from daily
life that ultimately make or break our communities. These scenarios hold the
power to expose the inconsistencies in how our system of government treats
the poor and the powerless. Ultimately, these inconsistencies point to the source
of that restlessness seen in Henning’s travels and various writing projects, but
the response is not an attempt to minimize or collapse that restlessness. The
writing continues it and celebrates a rigorous writing practice as a way to
maintain access to problems that otherwise might shut us down in



Tweet

hopelessness.  Henning’s work prohibits us from forgetting the social place that
writing can create from scratch.

***

Paul Klinger grew up in Beach City, just outside of Baytown, Texas. He received
his MFA from the University of Arizona and his JD from the University of
Houston. At present, Klinger works as an attorney practicing in Houston, Texas.
He enjoys assisting his wife, Dawn Pendergast, with production of hand-sewn
chapbooks for the LRL Textile Series. He is the author of RUBBLE PAPER, PAPER
RUBBLE (Further Other Book Works, 2013).
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